contact

Teach with the
Tampa Bay Times and

For more information about NIE,
visit tampabay.com/nie or
call 727-893-8138

mail

ordernie@tampabay.com

win a $15 Gift Card!

social
Twitter at
twitter.com/TBTimesNIE
Facebook
facebook.com/TBTNIE

NIE would like to thank and recognize
teachers who use the newspaper or
other NIE resources as a regular part
of their classroom instruction.

Prizes will be awarded monthly from
September 2019 – April 2020. You may
enter every month, but you must enter a
different strategy or idea each month.

Each month between September
2019 and April 2020, NIE will give
away a $15 gift card to one lucky
NIE teacher.

Visit tampabay.com/nie for official
rules.

The film ‘Yesterday’ imagines a world without the Beatles, with a twist. Etc, 2B

For your chance to win, visit
tampabay.com/nie and share your
NIE classroom tips, tricks, ideas and
strategies in 100 words or less!

In the
know
tampabay.com

FLORIDA’S BEST NEWSPAPER

RAPINOE LEADS
U.S. TO VICTORY
OVER FRANCE
The United States remains
in contention for a fourth
World Cup championship
by edging France 2-1 on
Friday. Megan Rapinoe and
her team face England in
the semifinal on Tuesday.
Sports, 1C

White supremacist
gets life in prison
James Alex Fields Jr. killed
one person and injured
two dozen others as he
drove his car into a crowd
of counterprotesters at
a white nationalist rally
in Charlottesville, Va., in
2017. On Friday, he was
sentenced to life in prison.
Nation, 4A

F

BY KATHLEEN McGRORY
AND NEIL BEDI

Times Staff Writers

Johns Hopkins All Children’s
Hospital will make sweeping
changes to its policies and structure in response to problems
in its heart surgery unit, Johns
Hopkins announced Friday.
The changes include new
checks and balances on the hospital’s president, more rigorous
evaluations for top executives,

better tracking of internal complaints, more thorough vetting of
doctors and improved monitoring of patient safety and quality
metrics.
Top executives will now report
to both the hospital president
and Johns Hopkins Health System leaders in Baltimore. And
officials in Baltimore will be
more involved in hiring, firing
and discipline in St. Petersburg.
The new policies come after

the Tampa Bay Times exposed
serious problems in the hospital’s heart surgery unit, including
a sharp increase in surgical mortality and complications.
Late last year, the Johns Hopkins Medicine board hired the
law firm Gibson Dunn to investigate the unit. Johns Hopkins officials promised to “share lessons
learned from the review.”
Gibson Dunn reviewed more
.

See REPORT, 6A

Family settles for $2.35M
over heart surgery death
BY NEIL BEDI AND
KATHLEEN McGRORY

Times Staff Writers

A family whose daughter
died after a 2018 heart transplant at Johns Hopkins All
Children’s Hospital has settled
a legal claim with the hospital
for $2.35 million, according to
state records.
The payment was made
in May, six months after a

Tampa Bay Times investigation
found an alarming number of
surgical deaths in the hospital’s
Heart Institute. Children died
after heart surgery at a higher
rate than at any other program
in Florida in the last decade.
The health system disclosed to
investors in February that it was
negotiating with 11 families following the Times story. It added
.

See CLAIM, 6A

Felon
‘poll
tax’ bill
signed

Centro Ybor
theater is closing

No clear path for
Shell Key pass

DeSantis approves
a law limiting
Amendment 4
voting eligibility.

Local environmental group
Tampa Bay Watch is
disappointed that Gov.
Ron DeSantis vetoed a
$1 million plan that would
have dredged the pass
at the Shell Key nature
preserve in Pinellas County.
Since 2015, the pass has
been blocked, cutting off
access to the gulf and
turning water stagnant.
Local, 1B

BY LAWRENCE MOWER

Times/Herald Tallahassee Bureau

To request print or digital newspapers for your
classroom, visit tampabay.com/nie and click on sign up here.

Photos by WILFREDO LEE | Associated Press

Military strikes
need no consent

From left, former Vice President Joe Biden, Sen. Bernie Sanders, I-Vt., and Sen. Kamala Harris, D-Calif., await the start of
Thursday night’s second wave of Democrats following Wednesday’s opening debate in Miami.

The Senate fell short Friday,
in a 50-40 vote, on a defense
bill amendment that would
have required approval by
Congress before President
Donald Trump could order
military strikes. Nation, 5A

Debates over, Democrats
leave a vacuum for Trump

Global manufacturer Jabil,
based in Pinellas County,

| $1

Big changes at hospital
Johns Hopkins will have more oversight of leaders
at All Children’s, will track internal complaints.

Centro Ybor’s movie theater
is ending its 19-year run in
the complex, which has
faced long-term economic
challenges. New tenants
are on the way, including a
co-working company with
shared office space.
Local, 1B

New Jabil focus
is on sustainability

**** Saturday, June 29, 2019

TALLAHASSEE — Gov. Ron
DeSantis signed into law Friday evening a controversial bill
limiting how many felons will
be able to vote, undercutting
much of the promise of last
year’s historic Amendment 4.
DeSantis
announced
the signing
in a news
release after
the close
of business
and before
a weekend
— one day Gov. Ron
short of his DeSantis
deadline to
sign it.
“I am considering whether
to seek restoration of all civil
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